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Yves Ullens – Ecrin de lumière
Le Beau a une adresse
Avenue Molière 313 - 1180 Brussels
From 1st December 2022 to 27th January 2023, by appointment :
contact@lebeauauneadresse.com

I was invited to exhibit my works in the magnificent house Le Beau a une Adresse, an art space 
located in the heart of Brussels. Isabelle Leclercq, the Founder, created this intimate and warm 
house in order to welcome and highlight contemporary artists and designers. In addition, literary 
meetings, artistic events and culinary stagings are offered to visitors.

A unique meeting will be organized on Tuesday January 17, 2023 with Isabelle Leclerq
and Victoire-Margot Miccoli, with whom I will be invited to talk about my work.

6:30 p.m.: Artistic walk and welcome drink
7:30 p.m.: Interview with the artist
By reservation: https://lebeauauneadresse.com/participer-aux-evenements-galerie-d-art/

curreNt exhibitioNs : yves ulleNs - écriN de lumière, le beau à uNe adresse, brussels
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Art’s Moving
Marc Minjauw Gallery
Avenue Louise 2/9 (Place Stéphanie), 1050 Brussels
From 16th Decembre 2022 to 28th January 2023 

After many years of exhibitions on the Place du Jeu de Balle, the Brussels gallery Marc Minjauw 
moved to the Louise district and inaugurated its new space on December 15th. The hanging brought 
together all the artists represented by the gallery.

We wish a lot of success to Marc and his gallery in his new neighborhood

On this occasion, a group exhibition is visible until January 28, do not hesitate to come discover this 
new and more contemporary space.

curreNt exhibitioNs : Group exhibitioN art’s moviNG, marc miNJauw Gallery brussels (New Gallery exhibitioN space)
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Yves Ullens – LikeAPainting II
Marc Minjauw Gallery
www.mmgallery.be
From 2nd September to 2nd October 2022

My LikeAPainting series was shown for the second time in Marc Minjauw’s gallery. This exhibition brought together new works but also an exceptional monumental work, Matrix 04.10 (unique print on canvas 
measuring 140 x 340 cm). I repeat here the few words written by the art critic and art historian, Gwennaëlle Gribaumont: “This painting (…) is exceptional in more ways than one. From the outset by its 
monumental dimensions which invite an immersive experience, but also – and perhaps even more so – by its exclusive character! And for good reason: Yves Ullens will only take one copy of this shot, 
all formats combined. An unprecedented valorization conferring on this work a unique and original status, like the paintings which are distinguished, a.o. from classic photographic productions, 
by their invariably singular character. »
This is the centerpiece of two years of work during which I developed my new LikeAPainting series.

passed exhibitioNs : yves ulleNs - likeapaiNtiNG ii, marc miNJauw Gallery
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In addition to this monumental work, you could also discover for the first time one of my 
paintings, Growing Inspiration. A work on canvas that had never been shown until now. 
When I started to paint, my paintings were not intended to be exhibited but to serve as 
a subject for my abstract photographs. In this hanging, I finally wanted to unveil a painting to 
the public in order to better understand my approach and the link between painting and my 
abstract photographs.
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In the continuity of the photo-paintings, a set 
of ten Artist Objects was presented in the gal-
lery. These are painting interventions on a pho-
tographic composition. Each intervention is 
unique
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Among the new exhibits, I exhibited a series 
of 7 skateboards customized with my photo-
graphs from different series. One original and 
affordable object. I tell you more at length a 
little further.
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The opening was a success. Thank you for coming so many.
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Jean Bernard, « MM retrouve son ‘Traqueur de Lumières’ » in Arts Libre, wednesday 14 september 2022, page 20. « Le Traqueur de Lumières et Matrix » in Paris Match, 15-20 september 2022, page 12.

the press talks about it



Group exhibition
MOB-ART Studio
Avenue de la Porte-Neuve 19a – Luxembourg
30th November 2022 – 7th January 2023

After the exhibition in Marc Minjauw’s gallery in Brussels, my large monumental photograph Matrix 
04.10 (unique print on canvas measuring 140 x 340 cm) was also exhibited in Luxembourg.

past exhibitioNs : Group exhibitioN, mob-art studio luxembourG
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With my gallery owner Luc Shroeder



I have always liked to go beyond the limits of photography. After installations, sculptures, design, architecture, fashion 
and collaborations with other artists, I launched a collection of 7 Wall-art Skates. Each skateboard is personalized with 
one of my abstract photographs, each limited to 20 copies and affordable. They are sold with a wall hanging system. A 
playful, decorative and original object. A great gift idea for a birthday or the holiday season !
The Wall-Art Skateboards are made of Canadian maple (Canadian maple in 7 sheets with SlipLayer Hd Color print) 
 +/- 82.5 x 20 cm.

New : the skateboards, wall-art skate
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You can find my skateboards:
In Brussels: at the Marc Minjauw gallery as well as at Weckx Stockel and at the pro-shop of the Royal Golf Club of Belgium.
Abroad: in Luxembourg at the Mob-Art Studio gallery and in France at the Ceysson & Bénétière gallery in Saint-Etienne.
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2022 was a special year since it was the 10th anni-
versary of the sale of my photo Theater of Light #1 at 
Phillips de Pury, sold on May 17, 2012 in London.

A successful sale because my work was exhibited 
among the biggest names in the photography and 
was sold for a record price of £32,450.

What a long way I have come since this great sale! 
Other great events are planned for 2023

I will be sure to keep you informed.
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In September 2022, during the opening speech of the Yves Ullens -LikeAPainting II exhibition at the Marc 
Minjauw gallery, I announced the birth of the European artistic movement The Borders, of which I am the 
founder. This movement aims to bring together artists who question the limits of abstract photography 
with other forms of art through exhibitions and publications. It currently brings together six European 
artists: Niko Luoma (Finland), Richard Caldicott (United Kingdom), Luuk De Haan (Netherlands), Hanno 
Otten (Germany), Sebastiaan Knot (Netherlands) and myself ( Belgium).

Some of the photographers (Niko Luoma, Sebastiaan Knot and myself) signed the Manifesto in Paris last 
November, during Paris Photo. The manifesto was subsequently signed by Luuk De Haan in The Hague 
at the very beginning of this year. A very moving moment which materializes the launch of an exciting 
adventure around abstract photography and all other forms of art.

A presentation booklet of the movement is available on request if you wish to learn more about us. 
You can also consult the website : http://www.theborders.eu/ and follow the news of the movement via 
the instagram page: @theborders_artmovement
A specific newsletter will be sent to you to keep you informed of upcoming events in our new artistic 
movement.

the borders : New europeaN artistic movemeNt
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